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Fleet Owner & Transport Contractor

GTC - A Trusted name for 25 Years

Ganpati Transport Corporation has carried wide ranging cargo, serving industry & trade of a
wide spectrum nature across the length and breadth of the country.
For every Transportation need GTC has the most cost effective solution, whatever be the nature,
size, quantity, or destination. At GTC, customer-driven thoughts produce superior
performance.All our experience, expertise & resources are committed to
serve customer’s every need. The innovative spirit backed by a sound work culture is always
behind our commitment, competence, and cost effectiveness.
This process has helped us in establishing an impressive client base over a span of 25 years.
Working with leaders in the core sector of Indian industry such as News Print Paper, Dairy
Products, Chemical, Refineries, Machinery, Pharmaceutical, Steel, Cement, Yarn, & Textiles
has further sharpened the precision and the speed of our response, resulting in all-round
superior performance.
Our professional personnel and business values create the difference in the quality of service.
The difference shows in consistency and total reliability of our ever growing range of services.
Every assignment is viewed at GTC as an opportunity to forge lasting relationships. Just one
contract is enough to prove that GTC is a transport cum logistics company with a difference.
Our people are the backbone of our every mission ‘ More Services, Better Services’. A high
motivated and result-oriented team plans, organises and coordinates total responsibility for
General, Containerised, Project, ODC cargo transportation.
GTC is one of the few transport companies with IBA approved Membership, total expertise,
experience and resources to handle and transport over-dimensional as well as containerised
cargo.
Immaculate documentation, Effective follow-up and expediting skills give us the cutting edge in
our services.
GTC's versatility comes from its vast experience in handling & transporting practically every type
of cargo.
Warehousing facilities for containerised and voluminous cargo at several locations add to
customer convenience, while transportation of any cargo on turnkey basis makes GTC a 'ONE
STOP SHOP' for all transport services.
We are authorised by Indian Bank’s Association (IBA) for the purpose of handling
Government Projects/Tenders. Our Bank approved No. is MUG-1639.
Business Turnover : 200 Million

We have perfect solution for every type of cargo of any weight or volume to be
transported.
Transportation
Logistics Service
Clearing & Forwarding agents
Containerised Cargo

3 TON

5 TON

22 TON

49 TON

Loading/Unloading at site
General Cargo
FTL/FCL
ODC/Project Cargo

9 TON

16 TON

29 TON

150 TON

General Cargo
GTC is well equipped with vehicles and professional people to carry a wide range
of cargo to any destination in the country with highest safety yet very cost
effectively. It has a fleet of vehicles ranging from 3 tonnes to 20 tonnes in different
configurations such as open body trucks, closed body trucks, normal trucks,
containerised trucks, containerised trailers. It carries cargo in whatever form, size
or weight.
GTC trucks carrying cargo are constantly monitored for their positions along the
planned routes. This eliminates unforeseen delays in reaching the destination.
Thus quality supervision has added to our reliability at every stage of our services.
Our trained and skilled man power takes special care in loading and unloading
operations to ensure a high bench mark of GTC brand of safety.
With GTC’s instant response system, we furnish cost effective rates for any cargo,
any destinations within the shortest possible time and provide the appropriate
vehicles to fit in the customer’s demanding tight schedules even in crises
schedules.

Container Cargo
Globalisation resulted in substantial growth of container traffic. The company is
diversified to meet the growing needs of container handling in various cities
across the country.
We are one of the few transport companies having total expertise and
experience in handling and transporting every type of containerised cargo. We
provide total services right from ports to destinations or vise versa for Importers &
Exporters across the country.
GTC has handled large volumes as well as containers of every type such as
Open top, Flat Rack, Flexi Tank, besides regular 20 ft & 40 ft Box Containers.
We have company owned fleet of 20 ft & 40 ft trailers, we serve from Nhavasheva
to local, Gujarat, Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh.

Project Cargo.
Wheeling over-dimensional cargo across the country...
We believe that perfect handling and transportation of over-dimensional cargo
over long distance requires more understanding of the cargo than its mere weight
and dimensions.
This concept of total understanding of the cargo has laid the foundation for the
highest safety standards at GTC. The company deploys appropriate trailers for
carrying loads approved by newly enforced RTO regulations. We have the
capacity to carry loads 49 tonnes to 250 tonnes.
Professional know-how of the various sizes and platform configurations of trailers
helps us in selecting the most appropriate vehicle.
Difficult destinations or challenging routes, we have been handling & transporting
ODC for Gigantic plants, massive transformers, turbines, & generators for power
projects, bridge sections, concrete structures, Heavy Machinery etc.
The experience has equipped our field force with a reservoir of rare capabilities to
deliver every cargo safely and on time.
GTC lifts and moves a very wide range of cargo for the core sector of Indian
industry such as Newsprints, Dairy products, Power, Steel, Cement, Chemical &
fertilizers, Oil & Gas and other industries. We transport Cargo ranging from small
loads to massive loads.

Vision
Achieving precision in timely deliveries.
Instant rates for any cargo for any destination
Round-the-clock customer relation service.

Our Valuable Clientele List

Contact
GANPATI TRANSPORT CORPORATION
A-518, City Mall, 5th Floor,
Sector-19, Plot No.4, Vashi- Turbhe Road,
Navi Mumbai- 400705
India
Phone No. :
91 -22 - 27831703 / 27831704 / 27831705
Fax No. :
91 - 22 - 27831706
kapil@ganpatitransport.com / karun@ganpatitransport.com / info@ganpatitranslogistics.in
FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT US ON www.ganpatitransort.com
GIVE US YOUR FEEDBACK ON info@ganpatitransport.com / logistics@ganpatitransport.com
BRANCHES AT: VAPI, SURAT, ANKLESHWAR. BARAMATI, NAGPUR. GWALIOR, DELHI.

